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Early Adopters

Chris Swoboda, Education Early Adopter

John Wallrodt, Classics Early Adopter & Jacquie Riley, EA liaison

Steve Matter, Biology Early Adopter & Amy Koshoffer, EA liaison

Wants to batch load files with their associated metadata (such as the multiple files that make up a single GIS layer). Will probably submit all GIS layers as single zip file even though there are at least 11 layers. Otherwise I would have to load each layer separately. I don’t think that will do anybody any good. Needs to input some of the same data for several items; would like to have data carried on to next form, especially necessary for multiple photographs of the same thing.

Wanted to add a video. Miscalculated size (2.2 GB, not MB). Wondered which format to choose. Not clear choice for video. Added Article after system could not take video. Had discussion of rights to publish after submitting to Scholar = would have to negotiate these rights.

Use Cases

github.com/uclibs/scholar_use_cases

Submission 26 - Input Form # Early Adopter

As a: repository submitter
I want: to be able to reuse metadata from my previous submissions to populate my current input form
so that: I don’t have to manually re-enter identical metadata on multiple input forms for works that are very similar.
We look like: button on the input form that allows me to import metadata from my previous submissions

Submission 21 - Type of Work # Early Adopter

As a: repository submitter
I want: to be able to upload a video
so that: my content will be viewable
We look like: a format option in the input form that includes video

Software Development

github.com/uclibs/scholar_uc & github.com/uclibs/curate_fork

Find ways to reuse metadata - Submission_use_cases - Submission 26 #271

Scholar@UC Dev team: James Van Mil, Patrick Burke, Glen Horton, Lukas Miciunas, Thomas Scherz, Linda Newman
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